The Wizard of Oz Role-play

Level 4

Cast

Non-speaking roles

?

Narrator Dorothy Wizard Scarecrow
1

?

Narrator Horrible
2
Witch

Good
Witch

Tin
Man

Lion

Flying Toto
Monkeys

Aunt

Uncle

Work with the children to allocate characters and prepare a short performance. Discuss the
stage directions in advance and make sure the children understand how to follow the script.

(Dorothy and her friends are with the Wizard.)
Wizard:

I will help you. But first, you must help me.
Go and kill the last Horrible Witch in Oz.

Narrator 1:

Dorothy and her friends weren’t very happy.
Could they kill the last Horrible Witch?
(The group walk to the Witch’s castle.)

Narrator 2:

Dorothy, Toto, the scarecrow, the tin man, and
the lion went to find the Horrible Witch’s castle.
Suddenly, the witch’s flying monkeys came!
(The flying monkeys swoop down.)
They carried Dorothy, her friends, and Toto
to the witch’s castle.
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Narrator 1:

The Horrible Witch wanted Dorothy’s shoes.

Horrible Witch: If I have the magic shoes, I will be the most
horrible witch in Oz.
Narrator 2:
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But Dorothy wouldn’t give her the magic shoes.
So, the witch made Dorothy work in her castle.
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(Dorothy mops the floor.)
Horrible Witch: If you don’t give me those magic shoes, I will kill
your little dog.
Narrator 1:

Dorothy was very angry. She picked up a bucket
of water, and she threw it over the witch.

Horrible Witch: You horrible little girl, your water is killing me!
Narrator 2:

And suddenly, she wasn’t there.
(Horrible Witch disappears.)
(The friends walk back to the Emerald City.)

Narrator 1:

Dorothy and her friends went back to see the 		
Wizard of Oz.

Dorothy:

We have helped you. Please will you help us?

Narrator 2:

So, the Wizard of Oz gave the scarecrow
some brains, the tin man a heart, and
he made the lion brave.

Scarecrow:

Now I can think.

Tin Man:

Now I can love.

Lion:

And I am a brave lion.

Scarecrow:

(To the Wizard) But can you send Dorothy home?

Wizard:

No, I can’t. My magic isn’t strong enough.
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(The Good Witch appears.)
Narrator 1:

Suddenly, the Good Witch was there.

Good Witch:

You must ask your shoes to take you home.
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Shoes, please take me home.

Narrator 2:

The next moment she and Toto were back on
the farm with her aunt and uncle.
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Dorothy:
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